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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Our game “ Struck by Oil” is a stealth game that uses a third-person camera
where the player will play as “Orang Minyak” a mythical creature in Malaysian
folklore, which the objective is to break into people’s houses to steal a list of items.
The player will have to avoid the NPC’s or non-playable characters from catching
them by hiding in dark places or to throw items such as a glass to distract them.
MOTIVATION
As we are doing our Final Year Project, our team have decided to use stealth as
the main mechanic within our game, following the actions of the “Orang Minyak” or
Oily Man from Malaysian folklore, whose main characteristic is that it is covered in
oil, making it hard to be caught as it blends easily into the night, all the while also
stealing from people. Hence, instead of having us catch it, we added the twist of
playing as the “Orang Minyak” and the main mission is to not be caught.

This is one of our motivation to create a game where instead of usually playing as
a hero or a good guy to capture the creature, we are playing as the creature whose
main goal is the bring harm to the people, which in this case, to steal from people’s
home. We wanted to create a game that is different from the norm.

We wanted to show elements from Malaysia through our game. This was what
we as a team wanted to do for the project, which happens to coincide with the
“Malaysian Folklore” theme. This is because we saw many games showing elements
from western and some eastern cultures but not Malaysian.

OBJECTIVES
We want to make at least a decent quality game for our Final Year Project.
Something that can be presented to both the public and industry. Aside from that, , I
would want to polish my skills as both a designer and a 3D artist.
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AREA SCOPE
In the development of this game, the main area in which I’m focusing on will be
the designing of the level which includes the creation and placement of props and
items within the level.
RESEARCH TOPIC AND QUESTION
Upon the design of the level, my topic for research will be the influence of level
design on stealth in games, as for the research question, it will be “How does the
design of the level influence stealth in games?”. In this research, the main thing to
find out is how a level could affect players using the stealth mechanic and could the
lighting or the placement of props in the level be a major factor when designing a
stealth game.
According to Brycer (2017), there are two types of stealth game design
philosophies which are the defensive style and the apex predator. Each focusing on a
different style of stealth, thus researching into this will help with our project.
As our game “Struck by Oil ” heavily focuses on the stealth mechanic for its
gameplay, with this it will help me in creating a level that could be essential for
elevating the experience of stealth gameplay for the game.
This research will also include how the placement of the props as well as lighting
in the level are factors in the level design, as these are a part of the level that could
make or break the experience for the player.
Thus, to conclude, is the area of research will focusing on the level design and
how it can influence the stealth of the game.
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CHAPTER 2 : LITERATURE REVIEW
As stated before, our game “Struck by Oil” is a third-person stealth game where
the players play as “Orang Minyak” to steal from houses. We took several inspirations
for a basis from games such as Assassins Creed and A Very Organized Thief.
Though the two games mentioned were the main inspiration, there are other
games that are similar to what we are doing currently. One of them is Hello,
Neighbour.

Figure 2.1: Cover for “ Hello, Neighbour”

Hello, Neighbour is a first-person stealth game where the objective is to sneak
into your creepy neighbour’s house to uncover his secret, all the while avoiding being
caught by him.

Figure 2.2 :Gameplay taken from RabidRetrospectGames on Youtube
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The game’s progression is structured through the use of acts. It contains 3 acts
where the size and layout of the house changes accordingly. Such as Act 1 having a
smaller house and it changes according to the acts.

Figure 2.3: Neighbour House in Act 1

Figure 2.4: Neighbour House in Act 2

Though it may be the same house, the player will have to find another way
into the house again as the neighbour has increased its security. In this game, the
player falls under one philosophy on stealth game design.
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According to Brycer(2017), there are two kinds of stealth game design one of
them is defensive stealth design where the players are to hide from enemies that
are much stronger than them where they are unable to attack or combat may be a
temporary solution. Commonly found in horror games, it makes the player have a
sense of weakness. Such an example can be found in the game Outlast.
However, he also pointed out the problem with this kind of design as if the
player would fail the stealth and be caught, usually, it would automatically be a
failure and would have to start from a checkpoint. This could create a
repetitiveness in gameplay and would become boring in the long run. Another
where it would affect negatively is when the puzzles within the level are illogical.
This could create a situation where the player may be fed up solving them as the
puzzle might not make any sense.
As I am to study how level design influences stealth, situations where the
players will be caught immediately after opening a door will make them lose the
game quickly. If this were to happen after the player has made an amount of
progress in the game only to have one checkpoint, the player would have to go
through the same thing all over again.
To add on to it, Brycer (2018) has also stated 3 types of stealth gameplay.
The hider, the planner or the predator. In our game, our style of gameplay would
be the hider. The hider as the name suggests means to hide from enemies,
avoiding any detection. However, this does not mean that the player is unable to
do anything towards the enemies. Players are able to use items or the such to stop
and or distract enemies for a brief period.
Taking into account this 2 points, there are a few things we would have to
keep in mind while doing this, in order to avoid or minimize the problem with the
first point which is the repetitiveness, the level itself would have to give the
player enough freedom to do things, meaning they have multiple options as to
how they are to overcome this obstacle. With this, using the way of the 2nd point,
players will be able to use items they find around the area to distract the enemies.
Moreover, having multiple routes to bypass them happens to also be an option.
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CHAPTER 3: STRUCTURE/ SPECIFICATIONS
3.1 GAME STRUCTURE
Struck by Oil is a third-person view stealth game that uses the Unreal Engine 4 to
develop. It consists of 3 levels with an additional tutorial level for the player to know
and learn the controls.

Figure 3.1: Game Flow of Struck by Oil from the Main Menu

When the player starts up the game, they will be greeted with the main menu of
our game. Here they will have four options to choose, “Start Game”, “Options”,
“Credits” and “Quit Game”.
If the players would to choose the “Start Game” option, they will be brought to a
tutorial level. Here the player will be able to learn the controls and mechanics of the
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game. If they are to complete this level, they will automatically be brought to the first
level of the game for them to play.
The second option “Options”, will see the players be able to change the settings
of the game such as its resolution. There is a button on the screen that will bring them
back to the main menu.
The third option “ Credits” will bring the players to a screen which presents the
credits on the developers, software used, as well sources for the music and sound.
This is to acknowledge the usage and to give credit to the original creators. The
credits were originally planned to be able to be viewed at the main menu, however at
the end of the development, we moved the credits to be a playable cut scene once you
have finished playing the game. This can be accessed through the “Start game”
function which will lead the player into a level selection after beating the game once.
Here they are able to replay the levels as well as review the credits again at their own
pleasure.
Lastly, “Quit game”, as the name suggests, allows the player to exit the game.
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Figure 3.2: Game flow of the gameplay which starts from Level 1

Upon entering level 1 of the game, the players will start at the starting point. They
will then have to explore the house using stealth to find and steal a list of items given
to them. The player will have two outcomes from here on. It is either they find the
items listed and make way to the escape point in which they will move on to level 2 or
they get spotted.
While being spotted, the players will have to run, hide or avoid getting hit by the
NPC’s ( Non-Playable Characters). If they are successful in doing so, they will
continue on with their objectives of stealing the items and reaching the escape point.
If not and they are caught by the NPC’s they will lose a life if they still have them and
restart from the starting point or if the run out of lives, they will enter a game over
scene.
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This flow goes on for the rest of the levels until the third level where after
successfully stealing all the items required and escaped, they will be greeted with a
win screen.
3.2 REQUIREMENTS
For the software that is required in this development of the project, first off will
be Unreal Engine 4.21. This is the game engine where the game will be developed.
This engine encompasses most of the development such as the coding, the level
design, materials as well as making of cut scenes.
Second would be 3DS Max 2018. This software is where the modelling of both
assets and characters will be done. Furthermore, this software is also used in the
making of the animations for the game.
The third software used would be Mudbox 2018. This software is mainly used to
do texturing of assets and models before moving on to the material placing.
Photoshop and Illustrator CS6 will be used in the designing of the posters as well
as editing the materials to fit the game’s theme.

3.3 METHODOLOGY
As for the progress flow of the level design, I started of with making a basic
layout in Unreal 4. Using the Binary Space Partitioning or BSP, I created the layout of
the level. After that, added in window holes and doorways as well as temporary assets
to figure out the placement of props.
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Figure 3.3: Basic Layout of level 1 , Perspective view

Figure 3.4: Basic Layout of level 1, Top view

After finishing the level layout, started modeling the props and assets that are
used in the level. Made the larger props first as it needed to be placed in the level to
see the overall view of the level.
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Figure 3.5: Model of a sofa made

Figure 3.6: Model of the cupboard

The models were then exported into Unreal engine 4 to be placed in the level. As
our game is based on people’s homes, I had to think about what kind of items such as
furniture, appliances. Hence I made the assets for the level first before others. Another
point to make is there a lot of assets that are found in the level, hence most of the time
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was spent on creating the assets first. After finish placing the assets into the level, I
experimented by putting in the lighting.

Figure 3.7: Assets placed into unreal engine 4

Figure 3.8: Top view of the level with assets inside
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CHAPTER 4
4.1 PROPS DESIGN
As the game setting is set in a modern time home, our props are modeled and
designed to fit this. Hence many of the props can usually be found inside and around a
modern Malaysian home, things such as sofa and cabinets. The props are split into
two categories, static unmovable props and the collectable/ throw-able props.
First off are the static unmovable props. These props are placed in the level to
give off the feeling of a home. Another point for these props is to allow the player to
behind the props while avoid being detected. Not only that, some assets can be use to
gain access to higher places by jumping on top of them.

4.1 Model for the sofa (top) and rivelt revolve modern upholstered sofa bed(bottom)
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4.1.2 Piano

Most of these props are designed with a more modern looking feel to it which is a
more simple design without unnecessary extra designs on it, reflecting modern day
designs.

4.2 Ceiling fan model
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However, not all of the props have a modern design to it, we implemented
some props with a more antique design. One of the main reasons for this is to
show the traditional side of a Malaysian home which still includes some cultural
influences. This more traditional designs can be seen in the second category
which is the collectable/ throw able props.
These props are also categorised as throw-able and collectable. Throw-able
are props that can be thrown at any direction to distract enemies from coming
towards you, while the collectable props are those which are important and needs
to be obtain before the player is able to complete the level.

4.3 Sunglasses (collectable)

4.4 Glass bottle (throw able)
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4.5 Keris (collectable)

4.2 Level Design
As stated, our game focuses on the stealth mechanic for its core gameplay. The
players are to hide from shadow to shadow without being found out by the enemy
AI’s roaming around the area.

4.6 Level 1 house

The level consists of different areas where the player is able to move. The player
will encounter such areas which is lit up by lights and areas where it’s covered by
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shadows. If the player would enter into the dark areas they would not be detected by
the AI’s.
However, if they were to enter areas which are lit, they would be found if there
are AI’s within close vicinity. Thus the AI’s would give chase to the player. Using
this to move around the house, they would have to find items that are spread across
the level. These items are placed in certain areas where the player would think of
when seeing the item, for example, forks and spoons can usually be found in the
kitchen or on a table.
For level 1, these areas where the steal-able objects are are usually lit up, this is to
allow the players to be able to identify them easier however also add a bit of difficulty
to it as the AI’s will be able to see and chase after the player more easily.

4.7 Player in shadow area shows 0% visibility (top corner) used to test the function
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4.8 Player is visible under lit areas with visibility of 1% (max value)

4.9 spoon found on a rack in the kitchen

As a form of progression, the amount of dark areas and lit areas are tweaked to
the level. As such, it can be seen in level 1 that there are more dark areas and “safe
rooms” which are rooms with emissive lights but AIs would not be able to detect the
player, making it safe for the player to hide in them.
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4.10.1 More dark areas and safe rooms in level 1

4.10.2 Lighter areas and less places to hide in level 2
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4.10.3 Level 1 safe room with emissive lighting

In level 1, the player starts directly inside the house, however from level 2
onwards, they will start outside of it and have to find a way inside the house as well,
this has to do with the story of the game where the people have increased security and
is harder to break into their houses.

4.11 Level 2 Outside of the house, within the compound

Level 2 and 3 are designed quite similarly, they both start of outside of the house.
In level 2, the outside is relatively safe as there are no enemies that will patrol the area
aside from the backdoor in which enemy AI’s will occasionally come out and patrol
the small area at the back. They would have to find another way into the house,
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however both the front and back door is locked and can only be opened when a key is
stolen from one of the AIs
In order for the player to enter the house, they would have to find another way in,
either through an open window or a balcony, this makes it they have multiple ways to
enter as well as exit the house.

4.12 Back area of level 2 where AI’s will patrol

Within the house, compared to level 1, it is more lit up and to have lesser dark
areas for the players to hide. Furthermore, as it was designed to be a double-storied
house, the AIs are able to move between the floors, making it harder for the player to
stay in one place for too long. This also makes maneuvering much harder as the
player needs to watch out for the kid AIs which will alert the adult AIs to come
running to it.
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4.13 Lesser dark areas for players to hide

The outside of level 3 is no longer fully safe, as there is a guard AI who will
patrol the area. This guard AI has a torchlight, making hiding in dark areas not as safe
as before, they will catch the player if the torchlight is pointed towards them.

4.14.1 Level 3 outside with guard patrolling

However, to counter this there are more areas to hide outside as well in level 3.
The player now needs to hide behind trees are inside the pool that can be found
outside.
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4.14.2 Outdoor pool as a hiding spot

Level 3 still retains the multiple ways to enter and exit the building. Though
compared to level 2, it much harder to accomplish it as the player can be easily
detected by the guard AIs. The level was designed like this to show the progression of
difficulty and making the players to use what they have had learned in the previous
levels to clear this one.

4.15 Guard AI patrolling the area inside the house

Locked doors are also present in level 3. In level 2, the locked doors were
optional for the player to open or not, as they can still enter and exit the house without
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opening it. however it is now a must to open the door as there will be a main item to
be stolen inside.
One thing that’s consistent across all levels is that they all have a safe room for
the players to hide in. These rooms, the bathrooms, are dark and AIs would normally
unable to detect the player unless it is the guard AIs in which they might.
The reason for this is to allow the player to have a chance in clearing the level.
Level 3 is the hardest level as the guards can easily spot the player. Thus the design
for this level, instead of smaller dark areas here and there like in level 2, focuses more
on the vertical aspect of it. This makes it so that the safest place for the player are the
places they cannot reach. The player thus have to be aware of their surroundings, even
with the whole area lit up, they are still able to reach a safe space by jumping on top
of objects such as cabinets or beds.
One more thing to add, is the implementation of a lockdown system. Players
when spotted by one of the guard AIs, it will trigger a lockdown in which few rooms
will be locked and unable to enter or exit until the alarm goes off. Hence, players will
have to be careful and stay alert to not let this happen and hider their progress.

4.16 Safe spot in level 3
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To summarise, the levels are designed in accordance with the difficulty. This can
be seen in where level 1 is much larger with more places to hide while level 2 is
narrower and lesser areas to hide. Furthermore, hiding places such as dark corners and
behind objects were created through the usage of such lights. These objects that are
often found in homes are used to create these hiding places as well as using it to
distract the AI’s instead of just having to fill the level, as such players can use these
objects in the environment to their advantage.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULT AND EVALUATION
One of the main things that were tested first was the lighting itself. During
development, there were problems with the lighting where it would be to bring in
some areas and totally pitch black in others. This was due to some of the values were
not properly used, most importantly the intensity value.
Following on from the lights, the dark areas still had problems as when it was
being implemented, the look of it was different when after it was build compared to
before.

5.1 in development mode , lighting was darker
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5.2 After building the room becomes lighter

Next would be the shadows cast by the objects in the environment were not easily
distinguishable. This caused it being harder to find areas that can be used to hide and
those which are lit. It was being blended too well. To fix this, the light intensity had to
be higher and the spacing had to be spaced out much further than what was used.
Changing from using a point light to a spotlight also helped with fixing this.
Constraints for this is tied to personal skill, as being unable to use and understand
more advanced functions of the engine, in this case Unreal Engine 4, most of the time
was searching up tutorials and trying to experiment with the settings in the engine.
This cause some functions and ideas to be simplified, such as the cut scenes and
transitions etc.
The 3D models were purposefully simplified as to save time on making
something too complicated and difficult as there are many assets found in the game.
Many of the assets needed to be reused as there were time constraints, hence within
the level there are many similar looking assets that can be found.
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CHAPTER 6: FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION
In the future, there are many aspects that I would like to improve for the game.
One of them is to enhance and make the models for the game to be unique and
different. Such as more modern designs for tables and couches as many of our assets
are reused with just a different material. Following up on that, adding and improving
some textures for the assets as well, since many of them look flat and does not look
realistic.
Another aspect that I would want to improve is the lighting of the level. Many
parts of the lighting is still unnatural. Learning more about the lighting system for the
game engine will be a priority.
Implementing more functions such as being able to crawl to hide under tables and
beds, or being able to hide in closets are things I would like to add to the game. As
such many of the assets needed to be redesigned to be able to fit the functions, this is
because many assets such as the closets were designed to not be empty and instead
was to be used as a wall, which is solid.
Improving the level design to be even better would be one of the future works. As
per normal, assets within houses are usually placed along the walls as to create space
for walking and activities in real life. Due to this, being able to create more places for
the player to be able to hide would be a priority such as allowing them to hide in
closets or under the tables.
In conclusion, creating a level especially one that revolves around stealth is quite
different compared to normal. Not only would one have to design the level where the
player knows where to go, but also knowing how to design places where the player
can hide. Aside from that, other factors that would affect the level design such as the
lighting in which creates shadows for hiding and the options the player has to go
about in the level.
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- Send the file, cant really say much without test playing it
-Doors still clipping needed to be fixed
- Need to finish up level 2 quickly and move to level 3

1

Poor

Progress (please circle the feedback)
2
3
4
Satisfactory
Good

5

Date: 18/03/2020

WEEK 10
Comments:

Supervisor signature:

- Level 3 scaling might need to look into it , still looks quite big
-need to finish up the layout of level 3

1

Poor

Progress (please circle the feedback)
2
3
4
Satisfactory
Good
38

5

Date: 01/04/2020

WEEK 11
Comments:

Supervisor signature:

Mr Ben: - Level 3 needs to be quickly done, and implement the AI’s into
-Promotional stuff needs to be started

1

Poor

Progress (please circle the feedback)
2
3
4
Satisfactory
Good

5

Date: 08/04/2020

WEEK 12
Comments:

Supervisor signature:

Mr Ben: - Highlight important button in tutorial with red text
- Level quite dark (build problem)
- AI seeing through the walls and very sensitive
- Add a sense to tell players they are near an object that can be stolen
- level 2 exit gate has no particles
- Images in the objective menu needs to be resized with consistent
perspective

1

Poor

Progress (please circle the feedback)
2
3
4
Satisfactory
Good

5

Date: 15/04/2020

WEEK 13
Comments:

Supervisor signature:

Mr Ben: Promo materials Teaser- some grammatical changes
- Adding our portfolio link to the name card
- Font from poster and CD be consistent
- Some minor bugs needs to be fix for level 3
- tutorial objective image, grid can be seen and needs to be removed.

1

Poor

Progress (please circle the feedback)
2
3
4
Satisfactory
Good

39

5

Date: 22/04/2020

WEEK 14
Comments:

Supervisor signature:

Final Presentation : Take check of the background music to avoid copyright
- The objective screen cross might confuse people so change to a tick

1

Poor

Progress (please circle the feedback)
2
3
4
Satisfactory
Good

40

5

Date: 29/04/2020

